
Comfort and convenience. 
Say hello to the new SC650

SC650



Flexible and safe cleaning in areas 
with people in close proximity 

Highly maneuverable, user-friendly cleaning

Optimized for easy handling
The SC650 features improved versatility, up to 30% greater productivity, 

better-than-ever reliability, extremely silent operation, and the most  
advanced ergonomics available. Designed with cleaning convenience and 

productivity in mind, the SC650 is highly versatile, featuring an user  
interface that is suitable for users of any level. The SC650 is ideal for use in 

retail, institution, hospitality, healthcare, and logistics centers.



Clean anytime without interruption

Energy-saver with advanced ergonomics

Clean effectively and manage resource consumption 
as select versions of the SC650 come equipped with 
EcoFlex™. Instantly, with the press of a button activate this 
60-second power-cleaning function and receive a short-
term water, detergent output, and brush pressure boost 
for instant removal of tough debris, and thorough cleaning 
of extra-dirty floor areas.

Easy-to-use and comfortable the SC650 features One-
TouchTM technology and a highly intuitive user interface 
and large LCD display. Designed with user comfort, 
convenience and productivity in mind, the SC650, with 
drive paddle operation is a highly versatile machine that is 
suitable for users of any level.

Carefree maintenance The SC650 scrubber dryer is 
easy to service, while saving on costs. We provide a 
global fleet of service professionals, as well as com-
prehensive product training. Our partnership includes 
fast, worldwide parts accessibility, along with first-rate 
servicing to keep your machine running optimally, while 
minimizing potential downtime.

Optimize water and detergent use by determining your 
solution flow based on the speed of your machine with 
SmartFlowTM technology. Ensure consistent cleaning 
results and provide your operator with the confidence to 
efficiently get the job done. 



Ideal for safe, efficient cleaning

Compatibility with a variety of power sources including Lead, and  
lithium-ion batteries.
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Technical specifications

Description Unit SC650 66D SC650 71D SC650 85D SC650 71C

Scrub deck type Dual disc Dual disc Dual disc Dual cylindrical

Cleaning width mm 660 710 837 703

Productivity rate theoretical m2/h 3996 3976 4687 3937

Min. aisle turn mm 192 203 245 242

Rated power W 1400 1400 1400 1800

Solution / recovery tank capacity L 80 80 80 80

Dimension (width x length x height) mm 748x1500x1072 748x1500x1072 860x1574x1072 785x1472x1072

Sound pressure level / silent mode  
(ISO 11201, ISO 4871) (LpA)

dB(A) 65/63 ± 3 66/64 ± 3 67/65 ± 3 70/69 ± 3

Vibration level at the operator’s arms  
(ISO 5349-1) 

m/s2 < 2.5 < 2.5 < 2.5 < 2.5

Max speed km/h 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.6

Weight (GVW) kg 346 347 353 351


